WILLS & ESTATE
PLANNING GUIDE

Many people don’t make a Will because it never seems
to be the right time. We all lead busy lives and making a
Will might not seem like a priority so we have made the
process as simple as possible.

There are three simple steps:
 ecide what type of Will suits you and who you would
D
like to leave money or property to.
 e will arrange a meeting with you either at one of
W
our offices or if you prefer at your home.
 e will prepare the Will for you to check and then
W
make arrangements for you to sign.

Making a Will is not as time consuming or as
expensive as you may think...
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THREE TYPES TO CHOOSE FROM...

There are 3 types of Wills for you to
choose from...
STANDARD FAMILY WILL
This type of Will is suitable for couples or single
people and deals with:
financial

gifts or property left to friends or family
your

funeral wishes
appointment

of executors
appointment

of guardians for your children
financial

provision for minor children
gifts

to charities
provision

for pets
letter

of wishes dealing with personal or
household items

ASSET PROTECTION WILL
This Will includes everything within the
Standard Family Will but gives added protection
for any of the following situations:
protection for children of a first relationship (to
ensure they are not disinherited)
gifts limited to a person’s lifetime
protecting assets against bankruptcy, divorce or
individuals who may spend money unwisely
trust for disabled family member
if you have concerns about care home fees

TAX PLANNING WILL
This includes everything offered by an Asset
Protection Will plus:
detailed discussions relating to your potential
inheritance tax liabilities
liaising with your accountant and/or financial
adviser as required
advice on IHT limitation with consideration of
both individual and business/agricultural assets
recommended tax saving steps to be taken
during your lifetime as well as in your Will
formation of life interest trusts, discretionary
trusts and/or other trusts as required

We can help guide you through at any
point, just give us a call.
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T H I N G S TO T H I N K A B O U T

HERE ARE SOME THINGS TO THINK ABOUT WHEN STARTING TO
PREPARE FOR YOUR WILL...

CHILDREN
If you have minor children you can appoint Guardians in your Will.
The appointments would normally only take effect after the death
of any surviving parent.
If your children are to receive money or property under your Will
would you want them to inherit at the age of 18 or would you
prefer the age of 21 or 25?
If you have children from a former relationship your estate can
be left to your spouse/partner during their lifetime and after
their death your children will inherit. You can control the ultimate
destination of your estate in this way.

GIFTS
You should think about who you would like to benefit from a
gift or legacy. You can leave money or specific assets to as many
friends, relatives and charities as you like.
Rather than an outright gift you could grant a lifetime right of
occupation in your home if you prefer.
You could even make financial provision for a person who has
agreed to look after your pets.

HOUSEHOLD & PERSONAL POSSESSIONS
You might want to list some personal items to be left to friends
or family members. If you prefer, you can deal with specific items
in a Letter of Wishes to be stored with your Will. The letter can
be changed or updated as often as you like, free of charge.

FUNERAL WISHES
If you have any special wishes about burial or cremation these can
be included in your Will or that information can be set out in a
separate letter to be kept with your Will. Without a Will or letter
your family might not know your wishes.
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OT H E R T H I N G S TO T H I N K A B O U T

EXECUTORS
Who would you like to be responsible for dealing with your
estate? With couples or civil partners, each person can be named
as the sole Executor for the other on the first death. However we
recommend you name at least two family members or friends to
act on the second death.
Many clients ask to appoint a solicitor in this firm to act jointly
with a relative or friend so that a professional person is available
right from the start to assist with the estate.

CHARITIES
Do you want to leave legacies to any charities? Did you know that
if you leave 10% of your estate to charity the IHT rate is reduced
from 40% to 36%.

TAX PLANNING AND ASSET PROTECTION
Making a Will is of course an ideal opportunity to consider
Inheritance Tax Planning so it is worth considering if you would
like to discuss how we can help save you tax. We can also help
with concerns over possible future care home fees and provide
you with advice on how you can ring-fence or protect assets.

YOUR BUSINESS OR FARM
You may wish to leave your business or farm to a particular family
member to continue the running of the business or farm in the
event of your death. We can talk you through the best way to
structure your Will and any tax considerations that need to be
taken into account.
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D I D YO U K N OW ?

DID YOU KNOW THAT...

WITHOUT A WILL
Without a Will, your estate will be distributed under the Intestacy
Rules. Couples who are not married (or in a registered civil
partnership) have no automatic right to a share of the other
person’s estate and the survivor of them could be left homeless.
Married couples and registered civil partners may not inherit as
much as they expect. The Intestacy Rules will not benefit your
friends or charities and you will not be able to choose who will
sort out your affairs and who will look after your children.

MARRIAGE
If you have made a Will and then marry, your Will is likely to be
automatically revoked. This could occur if you re-marry following
the death of your spouse or partner.

DIVORCE
A divorce does not automatically revoke a Will. However, any
appointment of a former spouse as an Executor and any gift to a
former spouse would not take effect. A Will should therefore be
reviewed following a divorce.

JOINTLY OWNED ASSETS
All assets you own personally will pass under the terms of your
Will. This includes everything from jewellery, cash, furniture,
investments and your house if it is in your sole name.
However with assets held in joint names (such as a joint bank
account or a house owned as Joint Tenants) your half share will
automatically pass to your co-owner irrespective of the terms of
your Will.

SECOND FAMILIES
A family Trust can help where there are children from an earlier
relationship and there is a concern that the entirety of the
estate of the first to die will pass outright to the survivor and
then to his/her children (or even to a new spouse or partner)
on the survivor’s death. The children of the first person to die
might become completely disinherited in this way. We can make
arrangements to ensure that each party’s estate passes eventually
to their own children or alternatively that all children and step
children are treated equally.

CLAIMS AGAINST YOUR ESTATE
Under the Inheritance (Provision for Family and Dependants) Act
1975 it is possible for certain people to make a claim against your
estate on the basis that you have not made reasonable financial
provision for them. We can advise you as to who can bring such a
claim and the steps which can be taken to reduce the chances of
this sort of claim being successful.
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THE INTESTACY RULES

IF YOU DON’T HAVE A WILL YOUR ESTATE WILL BE
DISTRIBUTED UNDER THE INTESTACY RULES. THIS IS
HOW THEY WORK. ALL REFERENCES TO SPOUSES INCLUDE
REGISTERED CIVIL PARTNERS.

MARRIED (OR REGISTERED CIVIL PARTNERSHIP)
WITH CHILDREN
£250,000 to your spouse plus all personal possessions.
O
 f the remaining balance, half goes to your spouse and the
remainder goes to your children when they are 18.

MARRIED (OR REGISTERED CIVIL PARTNERSHIP)
WITHOUT CHILDREN
Your entire estate passes to your spouse.

SINGLE - OR UNMARRIED PARTNER?
Your estate will be distributed in the following order. Any relative in the
list (starting at the top) will inherit the entire estate or it will be divided
between as many relatives in that category as there are:
1 Children (or if deceased then to their children)
2 Parents
3 Brothers & sisters (or if deceased then to their children)
4 Half brothers & half sisters (or if deceased then to their children)
5 Grandparents
6 Uncles & aunts (or if deceased then to their children)
7 Half uncles & half aunts (or if deceased then to their children)
8 If none of these relatives inherit then your estate will go to the Crown

LIVING TOGETHER
Couples who are unmarried and who are not in a registered civil
partnership have no automatic inheritance rights or property rights
under the Intestacy Rules and the general law. Your partner will have
to go to the Court to apply for a share of your estate unless you
make a Will or put your assets in your joint names.

STEP CHILDREN
Step-children and foster children have no automatic inheritance or
property rights either.
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PLANNING AHEAD – CARE FEES

CARE HOME FEES
Are you concerned about the impact care fees may have on your
home?
For joint home owners, there is some fairly straightforward
planning that could help shelter half of your home from care fees
for your loved ones.
The planning is set up in your Wills so you do not give away any
assets during your lifetime, ensuring that you remain in control.
Consider the working examples below to see how this
straightforward planning could work for you.

WITHOUT CARE FEE WILL PLANNING

MR X

MRS X

Mr & Mrs X own their home
as Joint Tenants, so when
Mr X dies the entire home
passes to Mrs X.

MRS X

Later in life Mrs X moves
into care. The house is sold
& the whole proceeds of sale
used to pay for her care fees.

WITH CARE FEE WILL PLANNING (A FAMILY HOME TRUST)

MR Y

MRS Y

Mr and Mrs Y own their
home as Tenants in Common.
Mr Y dies and his half of the
home passes under his Will
to their children in trust.
Mrs Y continues living in the
home.
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IN
TRUST
FOR
CHILDREN

MRS Y

Later in life Mrs Y moves into
care and the home is sold.
Only Mrs Y’s half share of the
sale proceeds are used to pay
for her care. The other half
has been protected under Mr
Y’s Will.

A CASE STUDY FOR CLIENTS

CARE FEES
Let us consider the case of Mr and Mrs Bassett who are a
married couple and have two adult children Michael and Sarah.
	Mr and Mrs Bassett owned the property 1 Legal Close in the
sum of £400,000. They have other joint savings of £50,000
	Their combined assets were therefore worth £450,000
	Mr Bassett died in 2000
	The property passed to Mrs Bassett together with the
joint account
	In 2001 Mrs Bassett was diagnosed with dementia and
entered care
	The property was sold and proceeds used to fund Mrs Bassett’s
care fees at £4,000 per month
	Mrs Bassett lived for a further 8 years and £384,000 of
assets used to fund her care
	Mrs Bassett died in 2009 and Michael and Sarah received
£33,000 each.
If Mr and Mrs Bassett prepared Wills incorporating Family Home
Trusts, a greater share of the assets would have been preserved:
	When Mr Bassett predeceased Mrs Bassett, his half share of the
property would have passed into the Family Home Trust
	This half share of the property held within the Family Home
Trust is then sheltered from care fees
	Mrs Bassett can continue to reside in the property rent free
	When Mrs Bassett entered care, Mr. Bassett’s half share of the
property passed to Michael and Sarah
	Only Mrs Bassett’s share of the property (£200,000) and
savings (£50,000) were available to fund her care
	In this way the entire £200,000 being Mr Bassett’s share of the
property was sheltered from care home fees
	This results in an additional £67,000 inheritance each for
Michael and Sarah
	Alternatively that additional sum could have been used by
Michael and Sarah while their mother was in care to improve
the quality of her life.
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PLANNING AHEAD – SECOND RELATIONSHIPS

SECOND RELATIONSHIPS
My name is Miss Avebury, I am divorced and have
two children from my previous marriage. I now live
with my par tner Mr Kennet in our jointly owned
home, 1 New Lane (“the Proper ty”), and he also
has two children from his previous marriage. If one
of us dies, we want the survivor to carry on living
in our house, but ultimately for our respective
children to inherit our assets. Can this be achieved?
The short answer to this question is “yes”, by preparing carefully
drafted Wills incorporating Family Home Trusts.
We can look at this area of law a little closer with a helpful
re-cap of the property ownership issues and a practical
example to illustrate how the arrangement works in practice.

JOINT OWNERSHIP OF PROPERTY
There are essentially two methods of property ownership.
The first is a Joint Tenancy. If one person dies under a Joint
Tenancy then the property will automatically pass to the
survivor, regardless of the provisions of the deceased’s Will.
The second method of ownership is Tenants in Common. Under
this arrangement, each person can pass their share in the
property through their Will to chosen beneficiaries. Therefore,
it is this method of ownership that would be required for Miss
Avebury and Mr Kennet.
If a property is owned as Joint Tenants then this method of
ownership can be changed to Tenants in Common as part of the
Will preparation process.

FAMILY HOME TRUSTS
The Family Home Trust (“the Trust”) only comes into effect in
the event of death, so you do not have to commit yourself to any
restrictions during your lifetime.
Wills could be prepared incorporating the Trust and we shall
assume that the Property is held equally by Miss Avebury and Mr
Kennet as Tenants in Common. This means that their own separate
half shares in the Property can pass through their Wills.
Under the Wills Miss Avebury and Mr Kennet each include
provisions that in the event of their death, they each leave their
half share of the Property into the Trust.
The terms of the Trust provide that when one of them dies the
survivor can reside in the Property for the remainder of their
lifetime. It could also allow them to move to an alternative
property should the need arise. For example. it might be
necessary to move to a bungalow in later life.
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In the passage of time when the survivor of them dies, the terms
of the Trust would provide that the Property is to be sold and the
proceeds distributed to the ultimate beneficiaries.
Under the Wills they can also decide to leave any other assets to
each other or if they wish, also to their respective children.

A CASE STUDY FOR CLIENTS

WE CAN ILLUSTRATE THE PRACTICAL NATURE OF THE TRUST
ARRANGEMENT WITH THE FOLLOWING EXAMPLE:
	Miss Avebury and Mr Kennet prepared Wills in 1995
incorporating Family Home Trusts, with the rest of their assets
passing to their children outright;
	Mr Kennet died in 2003 and his half share of the Property
passed into the Trust, which allowed Miss Avebury to live in
the Property during her lifetime and on her death for his half
share to pass to his children;
	Miss Avebury continued to reside in the Property under the
terms of the Trust rent free, but subject to her paying the
outgoings and utilities, until her death in March 2009;
	On Miss Avebury’s death the Property was sold and the
proceeds distributed. One half share of the net proceeds was
paid to Mr Kennet’s children and the other half share was paid
to Miss Avebury’s children in accordance with the terms of the
Trust;
	The rest of Miss Avebury’s assets also passed to her children
in accordance with the other provisions of her Will.

FINAL COMMENT
The Trust provides an effective way for people to balance
competing interests of beneficiaries. In this example, Mr Kennet
and Miss Avebury achieved a mutual wish to benefit their own
children without compromising their own security. The Wills they
prepared made sure that the right balance was achieved for each
other and their children.
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PLANNING AHEAD – BUSINESS PROPERTY

BUSINESS PROPERTY PLANNING
Business Property Relief (“BPR”) is an Inheritance Tax (“IHT”)
relief available against business interests transferred during a
person’s lifetime or on their death. For the purpose of this
guide, we are concerned with death planning. The benefit
of the relief is to reduce, for IHT purposes, the chargeable
value of business interests by as much as 100%.
A Will can be a very effective tool in estate planning where Business
Property is concerned. In most cases leaving Business Property
to the surviving spouse as part of the general estate is unlikely to
be the most efficient decision for IHT purposes, as it would rely
on the tax rules and the business circumstances being the same
at the date of the second death as they were on the first death.
A more efficient approach could be to leave the business
assets in a Business Property Trust under your Will.
This will allow matters to be determined based on the
circumstances which exist at your death and to pass the
assets to the most appropriate beneficiaries at that time.
CONSIDER THE CASE OF MR AND MRS WILTSHIRE 	Mr and Mrs Wiltshire are married and have an adult daughter
	Mr Wiltshire is a sole trader with the following assets:
	Cash on deposit - £250,000
	His sole trader business interests - £1million.
	Mrs Wiltshire has her own investments - £350,000.
Combined Estate - £1.6million.
		

In this example Mr & Mrs Wiltshire have an available IHT
allowance of £325,000 each.

Mr Wiltshire dies and under his Will Mr Wiltshire left his entire
estate to his wife.
On his death the entire estate passed free of IHT by virtue of
the spouse exemption (which means that assets pass free of tax
between husband and wife).
On the basis of the above assets, on her death Mrs Wiltshire had
an estate of £1.6million to be passed to her daughter. For IHT
purposes Mrs Wiltshire’s estate can offset her nil rate band of
£325,000 and her husband’s unused nil rate band of £325,000.
Mr Wiltshire did not use his nil rate band because the entire
estate passed to Mrs Wiltshire by the spouse exemption.
This leaves an estate for IHT purposes totalling £950,000
and an IHT liability in the region of £380,000.
This IHT liability occurred because BPR was wasted on
Mr Wiltshire’s death. This could have been avoided if Mr Wiltshire
had prepared a Will incorporating a Business Property
Discretionary Trust.
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A CASE STUDY FOR CLIENTS

Under the terms of the Will the BPR shares could have passed
into Trust and allowed the Trustees to make the most efficient
decision based upon the circumstances existing at the date
of death. Assuming that BPR was available, this would have
involved passing the business, which qualified for 100% IHT
relief, to Mr Wiltshire’s daughter. The remaining £250,000 could
have passed to his wife under the spouse exemption, resulting
in no tax being payable on Mr Wiltshire’s death. Mr Wiltshire
would still not have used up his own IHT allowance, which is
now available for his wife’s estate to claim on her death.
On Mrs Wiltshire’s subsequent death, her estate would have a
total value of £600,000. Her own IHT allowance of £325,000
can be applied against this, leaving a total of £275,000 subject
to IHT. However, she can also claim her husband’s unused IHT
allowance of £325,000 which wipes out IHT completely.
The result for Mr and Mrs Wiltshire is that with careful planning
and carefully drafted Wills, they have successfully passed an estate
of £1.6million to each other and their daughter free of IHT.
An alternative option to the above method of planning
would be for Mrs Wiltshire, instead of the daughter, to
acquire the business property from the Trust, on her
husband’s death, which could be arranged by Mrs Wiltshire
purchasing the business property from the Trustees.
This would ensure that Mrs Wiltshire receives a
greater share of the assets from her husband’s estate
and provides her with an opportunity to continue
to run the business, should she wish to do so.
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CALCULATE YOUR ESTATE

ASSETS - PROPERTY & POSSESSIONS
Family home			

£

Second home

£

Contents

		

£

		

Cars				£
Jewellery/valuables		

£

FINANCIAL ASSETS
Bank accounts			

£

Building Society accounts		

£

Shares & other investments

£

Pension plans (not in Trust)

£

Life policies (not in Trust)

£

Gifts made in last 7 years		

£

Other				£

TOTAL ASSETS			

£

LIABILITIES
Mortgage

£

Loans

£

			
		

£

		

£

TOTAL LIABILITIES		

£

YOUR NET ESTATE

£

Credit card
Other debts
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AND FINALLY...

LASTING POWERS
OF ATTORNEY
A Lasting Power of Attorney enables you to appoint an Attorney
to make decisions about your finances or your personal welfare if
you are unable to do so yourself because of illness, the result of
an accident, lack of mental capacity or other reasons. You cannot
appoint an Attorney if you have lost mental capacity, and without
a Lasting Power of Attorney an application would have to be made
to the Court of Protection for an Order appointing someone to
act as your Deputy. This is a time consuming and expensive process
and the Deputy will be answerable to the Court of Protection for
decisions made on your behalf.
There are two different types of
Lasting Powers of Attorney:
	
Property & Affairs LPA

Health & Welfare LPA

Please speak to us about
Powers of Attorney if
you think that an LPA
would assist, or ask for
a copy of our Powers of
Attorney Guide.
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